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Cosmetic Hands and Gloves
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Cosmetic Gloves (for passive hands)

We manufacture a wide range of cosmetic gloves in both PVC and silicone, 
designed to suit Steeper hands as well as hands from other manufacturers.

Both PVC and silicone gloves are available in Standard or TrueFinish™ shades. 
TrueFinish™ features micropigmentation for a more lifelike appearance, available 
in 19 colours (E0 - E18).

Our glove range is detailed over the following pages with reference made to the 
glove number e.g. 302. 
To select the correct glove apply a prefix to the number as follows:

 CG - Standard PVC
 TG - TrueFinish™ PVC
 SG - Standard Silicone
 TSG - TrueFinish™ Silicone
 e.g: TSG302/E4 - TrueFinish™ Silicone Glove 7 3⁄4” Left, Colour E4

Please refer to page 9 for cosmetic glove colour options.

Elegance and Elegance Plus Gloves (for myoelectric and 
functional hands)

The Elegance range is available in both PVC and silicone, and in 19 TrueFinish 
shades and have been designed to work with myoelectric hands, Steeper cable 
and spring operated hands, as well as myoelectric and functional hands from 
other manufacturers The Elegance Plus silicone glove has been specifically 
designed to fit the Myo Kinisi. Crafted using multiple layers of advanced silicone 
material and constructed with an integrated, reinforced inner mesh layer these 
gloves are highly resistant and are especially suitable for higher activity patients. 
The addition of an easy-glide coating allows for clothing to be donned or doffed 
easily and the addional detailing on the knuckles, palms, and nail finish provides 
increased realism.

Please refer to the following page for cosmetic glove colour options.

Two-Tone Finish Gloves

Our two-tone finish gloves are available in Standard (CG) or TrueFinish™ (TG) 
PVC. Please select the palmar colour (lighter and always allocated to the palm) 
and then the secondary dorsal colour. The dorsal colour is then applied to the 
glove to complete the two-tone appearance. Please use the glove ordering chart 
where this is required and discuss your requirements with your local supplier. 

Note: please refer to page 9 for cosmetic glove colour options.
 
Partial Hand Gloves

Several popular glove sizes are also available with a wider wrist and are 
recognisable by the identifier PH.

 e.g: TG3PH - TrueFinish™ PVC, 3 1⁄4” Left Wide Wrist

These can be used for partial hand patients who require a cosmetic replacement. The wider wrist allows the residual 
limb to fit inside the glove and the remaining void can be filled with a soft filler.

For partial hand patients where the residual limb will not fit inside the glove, a zip may be fitted to CG and TG gloves. 
Please use the glove ordering chart where this is required and discuss your requirements with your local supplier.
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